
Tapas 

Our Speciality

Citrus & Fennel Olives

Prawn & Chorizo Pil-Pil

Canary Potatoes

Tomato Salad 

Crispy Calamari Squid 

Halloumi sweetcorn Fritter Whipped Feta & Honey 

Salted Chilli shredded chicken Dipping Oil, Bread & Hoummus 

Duck Bon- Bons

Paella Patatas Bravas Quesdadillas 

Prawn Skewers 

Pork shoulder, Carnitas translates to”little
meats” small pieces seasoned, slow cooked
and juicy topped with onion & cilantro 

Our chefs special, sizzling hot skillet filled
with charred chorizo & tail on king prawns 

Signature rice paella base stuffed with
mozzerella and deep fried with alioli &our  
signature smoked bravas sauce

Grated fresh halloumi coupled with super
sweet corn and hand pressed and fried  

Made to a fellow street traders recipe, crispy
chicken shredded and dusted and fried 

Baked bread with Spanish olive oil, balsamic
reduction, homemade hummus

Hand made shredded duck seasoned and
spiced rolled in panko then deep fried

Our signature base, the one
that made us famous!

It isn't a tapas menu without
these bad boys 

Paella rice, in a wrap, toasted
with melting cheese  

Garlicy tail on king prawns on a skewer

taken from Karas Kitchen award winning British Street food finals 
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Tapas Thursdays

Sticky Asian Mushrooms

Chorizo Skewers 

Batter Fried Cauliflower

£5

£5

£6

]Sweet, salty and sticky perfect for the any
mushroom lover 

Our famous speciality imported links od
chorizo, simply grilled and served 

Homemade fermented olives, a simple bowl
that speaks for itself 

This is a de
List all of th

Chefs favourite spanish potatoes using the
traditional method of dry boiling leaving the
salt behind on the little salad potatoes

Think the best salsa you get on holiday, fresh
and zesty

Pork Carnitas

Arancini ball
Lightly dusted with our homemade alioli,
salted and served with charred lime

Whipped by hand for a smooth zingy dip

served with bread

Battered in a light batter with a buffalo mayo,
its a must!

£6
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